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Abstract

Amino acids and their derivatives are transported into and out of cells by a variety of permease types which comprise
several distinct protein families. We here present a systematic analysis of a group of homologous transport proteins which
together comprise the eukaryotic-specific amino acid/auxin permease (AAAP) family (TC #2.18). In characterizing this
family, we have (1) identified all sequenced members of the family, (2) aligned their sequences, (3) identified regions of
striking conservation, (4) derived a family-specific signature sequence, and (5) proposed a topological model that appears to
be applicable to all members of the family. We have also constructed AAAP family phylogenetic trees and dendrograms
using six different programs that allow us to trace the evolutionary history of the family, estimate the relatedness of proteins
from dissimilar organismal phyla, and evaluate the reliability of the different programs available for phylogenetic studies.
The TREE and neighbor-joining programs gave fully consistent results while CLUSTAL W gave similar but non-identical
results. Other programs gave less consistent results. The phylogenetic analyses reveal (1) that many plant AAAP family
proteins arose recently by multiple gene duplication events that occurred within a single organism, (2) that some plant
members of the family with strikingly different specificities diverged early in evolutionary history, and (3) that AAAP family
proteins from fungi and animals diverged from the plant proteins long ago, possibly when animals, plants and fungi diverged
from each other. The Neurospora protein nevertheless exhibits overlapping specificity with those found in plants. Preliminary
evidence is presented suggesting that proteins of the AAAP family are distantly related to proteins of the large ubiquitous
amino acid/polyamine/choline family (TC #2.3) as well as to those of two small bacterial amino acid transporter families, the
ArAAP family (TC #2.42) and the STP family (TC #2.43). ß 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Amino acids serve as primary sources of organic
nitrogen for the growth of many eukaryotic cells [1].

They additionally serve as neurotransmitters and
hormones, allowing communication between cells
and tissues within multicellular organisms [2,3]. Oth-
er amino acids allow adaptation to environmental
change, especially to those causing organismal stress
[4]. Such functions require the presence of transport
systems that catalyze uptake into and release from
specialized cell types [5].

Transport proteins catalyzing release of amino
acids and amino acid-like hormones from the tissues
of synthesis, and those catalyzing uptake into target
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tissues, probably di¡er with respect to their polar-
ities, structures and energy coupling mechanisms
[6,7]. In fact, even in simple bacteria, distinct trans-
porters are known to catalyze amino acid uptake and
release [8]. Permeases belonging to several universal
families of primary and secondary carriers have been
shown to catalyze amino acid uptake [9^11]. Among
the universal secondary carrier families is the amino
acid/polyamine/choline (APC) family (TC #2.3
[12,13]). In plants, members of this and other trans-
port protein families allow secretion from sites of
synthesis (e.g., the roots and leaves) as well as uptake
into tissues that rely on external sources of amino
acids for growth and development (e.g., seeds) [1,7].
Auxins such as indole acetic acid are speci¢cally se-

creted from shoot apical tissues where they are syn-
thesized and taken up into a variety of target tissues
within the organism [3]. It is probable that only a
small fraction of the essential plant transport pro-
teins have as yet been identi¢ed.

Recent studies have resulted in the functional iden-
ti¢cation of the ¢rst animal member of the AAAP
family [14]. This protein is responsible for packaging
of the inhibitory neurotransmitter Q-aminobutyric
acid (GABA) in GABA-speci¢c intraneuronal
vesicles of Caenorhabditis elegans and Rattus norve-
gicus (see Table 1). A 10 transmembrane spanner
(TMS) topological model was proposed for this pro-
ton motive force (pmf)-driven, putatively GABA-spe-
ci¢c transporter.

Table 1
Sequenced proteins of the amino acid/auxin permease family

Abbreviationa Name or description Source Length Accession

Aux1 Ath Auxin transport protein Arabidopsis thaliana 485 gbX98772
Aap1 Ath Amino acid transporter 1 Arabidopsis thaliana 485 pirA48187
Aap2 Ath Amino acid transporter 2 Arabidopsis thaliana 493 gbX71787
Aap3 Ath Amino acid transporter 3 Arabidopsis thaliana 475 pirS51168
Aap4 Ath Amino acid transporter 4 Arabidopsis thaliana 466 pirS51169
Aap5 Ath Amino acid transporter 5 Arabidopsis thaliana 480 pirS51170
Aap6 Ath Amino acid transporter 6 Arabidopsis thaliana 481 gbX95736
ProT1 Ath Proline transporter 1 Arabidopsis thaliana 442 gbX95737
ProT2 Ath Proline transporter 2 Arabidopsis thaliana 439 gbX95738
Orf1 Llo Unidenti¢ed open reading frame Lilium longi£orum 518 gbD21814
Aap1 Nsy Amino acid transporter 1 Nicotiana sylvestris 462 gbU31932
Aap1 Rco Amino acid transporter 1 (fragment) Ricinus communis 284 gbZ68759
Aap1 Stu Amino acid transporter 1 (fragment) Solanum tuberosum 385 gbY09825
Aap2 Stu Amino acid transporter 2 (fragment) Solanum tuberosum 376 gbY09826
Aap1 Ncr Neutral amino acid transporter 1 Neurospora crassa 470 pirS47892
Ybi9 Sce Hypothetical 57.1 kDa protein Saccharomyces cerevisiae 509 spP38176
Yeh4 Sce Hypothetical 53.3 kDa protein Saccharomyces cerevisiae 480 spP39981
Yeu9 Sce Hypothetical 48.8 kDa protein Saccharomyces cerevisiae 448 spP40074
Yii8 Sce Hypothetical 53.7 kDa protein Saccharomyces cerevisiae 490 spP40501
Yjx1 Sce Hypothetical 65.3 kDa protein Saccharomyces cerevisiae 602 spP47082
Yko6 Sce Hypothetical 75.5 kDa protein Saccharomyces cerevisiae 692 spP36062
Ynk1 Sce Hypothetical 80.0 kDa protein Saccharomyces cerevisiae 713 spP50944
Yan9 Spo Hypothetical 73.1 kDa protein Schizosaccharomyces pombe 656 spQ10074
Orf1 Cel Cosmid F21D12.3 Caenorhabditis elegans 505 gbU23518
Orf2 Cel Cosmid R02F2.8 Caenorhabditis elegans 494 gbU00055
Orf3 Cel Cosmid C44B7.6 Caenorhabditis elegans 434 gbU28928
Ymj2 Cel Hypothetical 43.2 kDa protein Caenorhabditis elegans 389 spP34479
Unc47 Cel Vesicular GABA transporter Caenorhabditis elegans 486 spP34579
Unc47 Rno Vesicular GABA transporter Rattus norvegicus 525 gbAF030253
Orf1 Hsa Transporter protein Homo sapiens 504 gbU49082
Aap7 Ath Amino acid transport protein Arabidopsis thaliana 432 gbU39783
aThe ¢rst 28 proteins tabulated were included in the detailed studies reported here. The sequences of the last three proteins were de-
posited in the database after completing these studies, and they were therefore not included.
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In this paper we provide phylogenetic information
concerning the AAAP family, one of the most diver-
gent families of transporters found in eukaryotes.
Because of the extensive sequence divergence of its
members, the AAAP family provides an excellent
test bed for evaluation of the various programs
and methodologies currently used for generating
multiple alignments and either phylogenetic trees
(which include branch lengths) or dendrograms
(which do not provide branch lengths). We have
attempted to standardize the use of these programs
to the extent possible by using the typical default
gap penalty of 8. The results presented reveal that
three of the four programs used for tree construction
give remarkably similar results but that one of the
tree programs, and both of the dendrogram pro-
grams used give substantially di¡erent results. Boot-
strapping, the process by which identical parts of
each sequence are randomized and new trees are
generated, applied to two of the programs used, pro-
vides some level of con¢dence for speci¢c branches
within a tree, but lacks the ability to evaluate the
assumptions upon which these dissimilar programs
are based [15]. Based on the results obtained, we
suggest that the TREE and neighbor-joining pro-
grams provide the most consistent methods for con-
struction of phylogenetic trees.

In this report we present a systematic analysis of
the sequences of the members of one functionally
well-characterized family which we have designated
the amino acid/auxin permease (AAAP) family, a
designation based on the currently recognized sub-
strate speci¢cities of AAAP family members [1,3^
7,14]. This family has been assigned the transport
commission number 2.18 (TC #2.18). We report
analyses that allow us to suggest that the common
ancestor of all currently recognized extant members
of the AAAP family was present in a primordial
eukaryote. A primary set of paralogues presumably
arose from this primordial protein by early gene du-
plication events, providing proteins of dissimilar spe-
ci¢cities. Orthologues arose due to speciation events
that gave rise to the currently recognized eukaryotic
kingdoms, animals, plants, fungi and protozoans. Fi-
nally, we suggest that as the multicellular state de-
veloped and became increasingly complex, prolifera-
tion of these systems occurred, particularly in plants,
probably due to late gene duplication events that (1)

allowed coordination of organismal growth, (2) fa-
cilitated communication between the tissues, and (3)
paved the way for the development of exquisite tis-
sue-speci¢c regulatory controls. Preliminary evidence
is presented suggesting that the AAAP family is a
member of the large and ubiquitous APC superfam-
ily.

2. Evaluation of phylogenetic tree programs

Progressive alignment distance matrix, parsimony,
and maximum likelihood are the three major meth-
ods used in phylogenetic tree construction from pro-
tein sequences. Progressive alignment is used because
it is not practical computationally to use rigorous
dynamic programming methods for alignment of
more than a few sequences. In progressive alignment,
sequences are added sequentially to a growing multi-
ple alignment, starting with alignment of the two
most similar sequences. Alignments of sequences
are done using distance matrix methods, usually us-
ing variations of the Needleman-Wunsch [16] algo-
rithm. Pairwise alignments are initially performed to
determine approximate similarity of the sequences,
and often an approximate phylogenetic tree called a
guide tree is created from these data. This informa-
tion is used to determine the order of addition of
sequences to the multiple alignment. A major prob-
lem is how to handle gaps between sequences. Usu-
ally gaps, once inserted, are kept throughout the
alignment. The Feng-Doolittle [17^19] programs use
a standard gap penalty, as does the GCG program
PILEUP. Clustal W [20], however, uses position-spe-
ci¢c gap penalties and other heuristics to optimize
gap introduction and extension.

In distance matrix methods, the multiple sequence
alignment is then used to generate a phylogenetic
tree. In the Feng-Doolittle [17^19] program TREE,
the Fitch-Margoliash [21] method is used to deter-
mine branching order of the sequences, and the
branch lengths are then calculated using a least-
squares approach [22]. The Fitch-Margoliash method
allows di¡erent mutation rates for each of the tree
branches, a distinct advantage over the often-used
UPGMA (unweighted pair group method of aver-
ages [23]) method which assumes a constant molec-
ular clock throughout the tree. UPGMA nevertheless
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often works surprisingly well and is sometimes used
for guide tree construction. The GCG program
PILEUP uses UPGMA in its tree construction. Clus-
tal W uses rooted neighbor joining [24] for guide tree
construction. In neighbor joining, a unique unrooted
tree is generated by sequentially joining pairs of
neighboring sequences. Neighbors are sequences (or
taxa) connected through a single internal node. Two
neighbors, once joined, are now a new neighbor to a
third sequence. Branch lengths are determined by the
Fitch-Margoliash [21] method. This yields the tree
with the smallest sum of the branch lengths (mini-
mum evolution), and hence is most likely to exhibit
the true branching pattern [25]. The PHYLIP [26]
program NEIGHBOR can use either UPGMA or
the neighbor-joining method.

Parsimony methods infer the sequence of the an-
cestral species and deduce a tree by requiring the
minimum number of mutational changes throughout
the tree. This is generally done residue by residue.
Either multiply aligned sequences or unaligned se-
quences can generally be used. The PAPA (parsi-
mony after progressive alignment) programs [27]
use a multiple sequence alignment as input and
then consider four residues at a time for a given
position in the alignment, selecting the optimal tree
among the three possible trees for four taxa. This
latter 4-3 approach is commonly used in parsimony
programs, but the rules used for what constitutes a
mutational change vary between programs. The
PHYLIP program PROTPARS, for protein sequence
parsimony, insists that any amino acid changes be
consistent with the genetic code; a change between
two amino acids via a third is counted as at least two
mutational changes. Branch lengths are not normally
obtained using parsimony methods. However,
PAPA3 [27] uses mutational probability parameters
for branch length calculations. Parsimony methods
are best used for closely related sequences, between
which relatively few mutational changes are expected
to have occurred. For more distantly related sequen-
ces, multiple mutations have likely occurred at a giv-
en site, rendering parsimony methods more di¤cult
to use.

Maximum likelihood [28,29] methods use a speci¢c
probability model to determine the tree topology
which gives the maximum likelihood for obtaining
a given set of multiply aligned sequences. The most

commonly used probability model for sequence evo-
lution studies is that based on a Poisson process. In
the Felsenstein [30] method, both tree topology and
branch lengths can be obtained. This method can
permit variation of mutation rate between tree
branches, as used in the PHYLIP programs
DNAML, for DNA sequences, and PROTML, for
protein sequences. However, the methods typically
are computationally severe, since they examine the
likelihood of many tree topologies for the given mul-
tiple sequence alignment. Using a ¢xed molecular
clock reduces the computational requirements, as is
done in the PHYLIP program DNAMLK. Versions
of these programs with reduced computational re-
quirements are available by anonymous ftp
(FASTDNAML [31], gopher://megasun.BCH.U
Montreal.CA :70/11/CMB/Phylogeny /fastDNAml ;
NucML and ProtML in the MOLPHY program
package [32], ftp://sunmh.ism.ac.jp/pub/molphy/;
PUZZLE [33], http://www.zi.biologie.uni-muen
chen.de/Vstrimmer/puzzle.html).

In general, we ¢nd that use of the TREE or Clus-
tal W programs to be the most useful in initial tree
analyses. Both programs permit variations in the mo-
lecular clock between tree branches. Ancillary pro-
grams can be used with TREE to crop sequences and
¢nd approximate boundaries. Trees can be generated
by Clustal W which omit residues in gap regions or
which attempt to account for multiple substitutions
at a given residue. TREE and Clustal W use di¡erent
rules for introduction and extension of gaps, making
comparison of the trees generated useful. Clustal W
includes rules that can use protein tertiary structural
information for gap introduction and extension.
Clustal W also permits bootstrapping calculations
to determine the relative probability for occurrence
of internal nodes for the tree. Parsimony methods are
di¤cult if the sequences are distantly related and
require additional methods for branch length deter-
mination. Maximum likelihood methods su¡er from
the computational severity of the programs. Results
presented here are consistent with these properties of
these methods.

3. Proteins of the AAAP family

Table 1 lists the 28 proteins of the AAAP family
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that were included in our study, and three more have
been sequenced since completion of the reported
studies. Ten of these proteins are from Arabidopsis
thaliana, seven are from Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
and ¢ve are from Caenorhabditis elegans. From these
observations, it is clear that a single organism may
possess numerous AAAP family paralogues. While
both A. thaliana and C. elegans undoubtedly possess
additional AAAP family paralogues, the availability
of the complete sequence of the S. cerevisiae genome
suggests that no additional paralogues will be found
in this organism. No recognizable AAAP family ho-
mologues were identi¢ed in bacteria, archaea, or low-
er eukaryotes.

The protein abbreviations to be used in this study
as well as accession numbers that allow easy access
to the sequences and primary references are provided
in Table 1. Additionally, it can be seen that most of
the AAAP family members have similar sizes. Thus,
the 10 A. thaliana proteins are 432^493 amino acyl
residues in length, and the ¢ve putative C. elegans
proteins are 389^505 residues long. The eight se-
quenced yeast proteins exhibit a much wider spec-
trum of sizes, varying from 448 to 713 residues.
Most of this size variation occurs in the hydrophilic
N- and C-terminal regions of these proteins,
although variation also occurs towards the C-termi-
nal regions of the hydrophobic domains, particularly
in the loops between transmembrane spanners VIII
and IX (see below).

4. Topological analyses

Fig. 1 presents average hydropathy (A) and aver-
age similarity (B) plots for the 28 sequenced mem-
bers of the AAAP family. In both plots, the hydro-
philic domains present at the N-terminal regions of
some of these proteins were arti¢cially removed be-
fore analysis. The average hydropathy plot (Fig. 1A)
reveals 11 distinct peaks which correspond to 11
putative transmembrane K-helical spanners (TMSs)
(I^XI). When average hydropathy plots were con-
structed for each of the subfamilies of the AAAP
family (see below), similar plots were obtained. We
therefore consider it likely that the proteins of the
AAAP family uniformly possess 11 rather than the

more usual 12 TMSs. An 11 TMS topology has been
documented for the Mtr tryptophan permease of Es-
cherichia coli [34]. This E. coli protein is a member of
the aromatic amino acid permease (ArAAP) family
(TC #2.43) and could not be shown to be homolo-
gous to any protein of the AAAP family using sta-
tistical methods to analyze the protein sequences
[11,35].

The average similarity plot shown in Fig. 1B re-
veals that without exception, each peak of hydropho-
bicity has a corresponding peak of similarity. Thus,
as has been observed for several permease families
[35,36], although seldom with the consistency ob-
served for the AAAP family, the transmembrane
spanners are better conserved than the hydrophilic
loops.

Fig. 1. Average hydropathy (A) and average similarity (B) plots
for 28 sequenced members of the AAAP family. N-terminal hy-
drophilic domains have been arti¢cially removed for the analy-
ses presented. A sliding window of 20 residues was used in
both plots. The hydropathy analyses were based on the algo-
rithm of Kyte and Doolittle [41]. Alignment position is pro-
vided on the x-axis. The program used was a local unpublished
C program written by R. Blewitt (Department of Biology,
UCSD, La Jolla, CA 92093).
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5. Multiple alignment

Fig. 2 shows a portion of the complete multiple
alignment upon which the plots shown in Fig. 1 were
based. This region encompasses putative TMS VII.
As shown in Fig. 2, the sequences are highly diver-
gent, and no single position is fully conserved. In
fact, no one residue position proved to be fully con-
served in the entire alignment. However, no gaps are
found in the 30 residue stretch portrayed, and seven
residues are found in the consensus sequence at the
end of the region shown. Particularly noteworthy is
the terminal G Y^A F G consensus sequence motif.
The ¢rst G in this six residue sequence is conserved
in all but ¢ve of the 28 proteins presented; the Y is
substituted only by F; the A is found in 15 of the 28

proteins; the F is substituted only by Y except in one
protein where a V is found; and the terminal G is
found in all but one protein. It is clear from these
observations that the TREE program used to gener-
ate the multiple alignment has correctly aligned the
sequences.

The complete multiple alignment was examined to
reveal any potential characteristic features of the 11
putative TMSs. When the sequences of these TMSs
were depicted in helical wheel con¢guration, most of
them proved to exhibit weakly amphipathic character
with strongly hydrophobic residues predominating
on one side and semipolar residues predominating
on the other. However, none of these putative
TMSs exhibited characteristics that led to the clear
suggestion that they serve as channel lining segments.

Fig. 2. A short portion of the complete multiple alignment for 28 sequenced AAAP family proteins analyzed in this study. The region
shown encompasses putative TMS VII as indicated by the bar at the bottom of the alignment. The residue number of the ¢rst residue
depicted in each protein is provided in parentheses after the abbreviated designation of the protein as indicated in Table 1. Alignment
position is provided above the alignment, and the consensus sequence (15 of the 28 residues at any one position conserved) is pro-
vided below it. The TREE program [18] was used to align the sequences. The complete multiple alignment is available upon request
from M.H.S.
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The lack of distinctive character of these TMSs may
explain the £exibility of many of AAAP proteins to
accommodate substrates of strikingly di¡erent struc-
tures.

6. Signature sequence for the AAAP family

The segment of the multiple alignment shown in

Fig. 2 represents one of the most highly conserved
portions of the AAAP proteins (Fig. 1). From this
region, a potential signature sequence was derived.
This signature sequence is: [PFYMLIV]-[LIVKTR-
MPWNF]-[RKHYLIVPFGD]-[LIVSACGYM] -[LIV-
YTSP]- X-[LIVWAFGMTN]-[AGSTLIVQ]-[LIVMF-
YAGT]-[LIVSACTGK]-[LIVMATGFY]- X -[LIVST-
AFY] - [LIVFATM] - [LIVFCPT]- X -[LIVMAFYST]-
[LIVFGAPSTC]-[LIVFMASCT]-[ACGT]-[LIVMFY-

Fig. 3. Phylogenetic trees for the proteins of the AAAP family. Protein abbreviations are provided in Table 1. Phylogenetic distance is
approximately proportional to branch length. The trees were generated (A) with the TREE program of Feng and Doolittle [18], (B)
with the neighbor-joining program, version 3.5c, of Saitou and Nei [24], (C) the Clustal W program [20], and (D) with the PAPA3
program [27]. In D, Aap1 Rco was omitted due to its being a fragment. In C, bootstrapping has been applied, and the bootstrap val-
ues (based on 1000 random runs) provided are underlined. Blowups of two congested regions are provided. These trees are based on
nearly complete multiple alignments, a portion of one of which is presented in Fig. 2. Clustering patterns are presented numerically
going around the trees in the clockwise direction.
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ACGST]-[LIVMFAGTS]- [GCSAV]-[FY]-[LIVFWA-
MT]-[LIVASTGMF]-[FYV]-[GK] (X = any residue;
alternative residues at any one position are presented
in brackets).

This sequence, unusual with respect to its degen-
eracy, was screened against the SwissProt database
and was found to retrieve only members of the
AAAP family. It is thus a bona ¢de signature se-
quence and can be used to identify new members
of the family as they become sequenced.

7. Phylogenetic trees and dendrograms for the AAAP
family

A phylogenetic tree, derived using the TREE pro-
gram of Feng and Doolittle [18] is shown in Fig. 3A.
Several points are noteworthy. First, the six general
amino acid permeases (AAP1^6) of A. thaliana as
well as the two permeases of Solanum tuberosum
and that of Ricinus communis cluster tightly together
(cluster 1b). The long branch length of the R. com-

Fig. 3 (Continued)
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munis protein is artifactual, resulting from the fact
that the full sequence is not available (see Table 1).
The tight clustering and short branch lengths re£ect
the high degree of sequence similarity among these
proteins and indicate that all of these paralogues and
orthologues arose recently in evolutionary time.

On the same main branch with the large plant
AAAP cluster (cluster 1b) are found the two stress

related proline-speci¢c permeases (ProT1 and 2) of
A. thaliana (cluster 1a). Branching from a point even
closer to the trunk of the tree, are found the proteins
of Nicotiana sylvestris and Lilium longi£orum (cluster
1c). These proteins must have diverged from the oth-
er general amino acid permeases relatively early dur-
ing the evolution of the AAAP family.

The putative auxin transporter, Aux1 of A. thali-

Fig. 3 (Continued)
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ana (cluster 2a), surprisingly clusters loosely with two
uncharacterized Orfs from C. elegans (cluster 2b).
The branch bearing these three proteins stems from
a point close to the center of the unrooted tree.

All remaining proteins are from the worm, C. ele-
gans (clusters 3^4), the two yeast species, S. cerevisiae
and Schizosaccharomyces pombe (clusters 5^7) and
the fungus, Neurospora crassa (cluster 8). None of
these proteins has been functionally characterized.
Because of the deep branching pattern, the speci¢c-
ities of these proteins cannot be surmised. It is ob-
vious, however, that (1) Orf1 and Orf2 of C. elegans,
(2) Ynk1, Yko6 and Yan9 of yeast, and (3) Yeu9 and
Ybi9 of yeast each comprises a tight cluster of pro-
teins which may serve the same function or closely
related functions. The general clustering of proteins

derived from organisms of the same kingdoms
(plants, animals or fungi) is particularly worthy of
note.

The phylogenetic tree shown in Fig. 3B was de-
rived using a distinct program, the neighbor-joining
program [24]. It is apparent that the two trees shown
in Fig. 3A and B are very similar in con¢guration. In
fact, the primary branching orders (except in protein
cluster 1b) are the same. These two trees di¡er pri-
marily with respect to their branch lengths. Variation
in branch length is seldom more than 2-fold.

The phylogenetic trees shown in Fig. 3C and D
were derived using the Clustal W and PAPA3 pro-
grams. The latter program uses maximum parsimony
after progressive alignment of protein sequences [27].
Clustering patterns shown in Fig. 3C and D are sim-

Fig. 3 (Continued)
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ilar but not identical to those observed for Fig. 3A
and B. Speci¢cally, clusters 1a, 1b, 1c, and 2a as well
as clusters 2b, 4, 5, 6a and 6b appear similar, but
cluster 8 is loosely associated with cluster 2a. Addi-
tionally, cluster 3 is loosely associated with cluster 7
in Fig. 3C, and with cluster 6a in Fig. 3D. Finally,
cluster 7 is more closely related to clusters 4 and 5 in
Fig. 3D than in Fig. 3A, 3B or 3C. Thus, the Clustal
W and PAPA3 programs display greater divergence
in clustering patterns than observed for the TREE
and neighbor-joining programs. It should be noted
that most of these di¡erences re£ect short branch
lengths found deep within the trees.

The tree generated for the AAAP protein se-
quences using Clustal W shown in Fig. 3C provides
both branch lengths (plain numbers) and bootstrap
values (underlined numbers). The distant region of
short branch lengths and the cluster containing ¢ve
of the 1b external nodes are shown as expanded
¢gures. The bootstrap values, based on 1000 random
runs, provide a measure of uniqueness for each
internal tree node. Thus, a bootstrap value of 100
means this internal node appeared in all 1000 trees
generated by the bootstrap procedure. Conversely, a
bootstrap value of 20 means this node appeared in
only 20% of the 1000 trees so generated. Note that
all of the bootstrap values of less than 50 appear in
the distant region of short branch lengths. This
means that a variety of tree topologies agree equally
well with the Clustal W generated multiple sequence
alignment upon which the phylogenetic tree is based.
This argues that the alignment data are insu¤cient to
predict a unique phylogenetic tree for these se-
quences. This is equivalent to arguing that the short
branch lengths involved are essentially zero, and that
the branches involved diverged essentially at the
same time. When viewed in this manner, all of the
trees shown in Fig. 3A^D are nearly equivalent.

Fig. 4A,B presents dendrograms for the same 28
proteins obtained using the PILEUP (A) [23] and
PROTPARS (B) [37,38] programs. In the dendro-
gram shown in Fig. 4A, clustering patterns are sim-
ilar to but somewhat di¡erent from those revealed in
Fig. 3A^D. Moreover, the two dendrograms shown
in Fig. 4A,B di¡er signi¢cantly from each other.
Although bootstrap values for each node are pro-
vided in Fig. 4B, the di¡erences in dendrogram con-
¢guration primarily re£ect the di¡erent assumptions

that were made in designing the two programs. Boot-
strapping [39] does not provide a means of evaluat-
ing the reliability of the assumptions upon which a
particular program is based (see Section 9). It should
be noted, however, that all of the major di¡erences in
tree and dendrogram topology correspond to those
nodes with low bootstrap values.

In comparing the dendrograms shown in Fig.
4A,B with the trees shown in Fig. 3, the following

Fig. 4. Dendrograms for the proteins of the AAAP family. The
dendrograms were generated using (A) the PILEUP program
[23] in the GCG package [42] and (B) the PROTPARS parsi-
mony method [37,38]. In the latter dendrogram, bootstrap val-
ues (expressed in percentage) for each node are provided. The
multiple alignment was bootstrapped 500 times using SEQ-
BOOT. It was then analyzed by PROTPARS. A consensus tree
was then constructed through use of the program CONSENSE.
All three programs are available in the PHYLIP package [43].
Clusters are indicated numerically as shown in Fig. 3.
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similarities and di¡erences are worthy of note. First,
clusters 1a, 1b and 1c contain the same proteins in
the two dendrograms and in the four trees shown in
Fig. 3. While clusters 1a and 1c are the same in all
¢gures, 1b di¡ers in the clustering patterns observed.
Second, clusters 2a and 2b are next to each other in
the dendrogram shown in Fig. 4B (as observed in the
trees shown in Fig. 3A,B), but they are widely sepa-
rated from each other in the dendrogram shown in
Fig. 4A. Third, cluster 3 groups loosely with cluster 7
in Fig. 4A but more tightly with clusters 4 and 6b in
Fig. 4B. In Fig. 3, none of these proteins cluster
tightly together. Fourth, the proteins of cluster 4

are grouped very loosely with cluster 5 proteins in
Fig. 4A but with clusters 3, 5, 6 and 7 in Fig. 4B.
Fifth, cluster 5 proteins are grouped together in the
two dendrograms shown in Fig. 4 as in the trees
shown in Fig. 3. Sixth, clusters 6a and 6b are togeth-
er in Fig. 4A in agreement with the trees shown in
Fig. 3. However, the proteins of clusters 6a and 6b
are distant from each other in the dendrogram
shown in Fig. 4B. Seventh, Yjx1 Sce, which alone
comprises cluster 7, is portrayed as being distantly
related to Unc47 Cel (cluster 3) in Fig. 4A but to
some of the proteins in clusters 4, 5 and 6a in Fig.
4B. Finally, Aap1 Ncr (cluster 8) is distantly related

Fig. 4 (Continued)
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to all other members of the family in all of the ¢g-
ures except Fig. 3D.

The results presented in Figs. 3 and 4 lead us to
suggest that the trees shown in Fig. 3 provide a more
reliable index of the phylogenetic relationships of the
proteins in the AAAP family than do the dendro-
grams shown in Fig. 4 because they provide branch
lengths. The dendrograms tend to group more pro-
teins together than is justi¢ed by their degrees of
sequence similarity. The major discrepancies between
the two dendrograms shown in Fig. 4 and between
these two dendrograms and the phylogenetic trees
shown in Fig. 3 can be attributed to arti¢cial cluster-
ing of proteins which in fact should not cluster to-
gether at all. It should be noted that bootstrap values
presented in both Fig. 3C and Fig. 4B are generally
low (see comments above) when observable di¡eren-
ces are noted between the tree clustering patterns.

8. Possible common ancestry of the AAAP family to
other amino acid transporter families

Several currently recognized families of transport-
ers exhibit exclusive speci¢cities for amino acids and
their derivatives ([10]; see our web site (http://www-
biology.ucsd.edu/Vmsaier/transport/titlepage.html).
The members of each of these families exhibit su¤-
cient sequence similarity to allow establishment of
homology for all members of the family, but insu¤-
cient sequence similarity to establish homology with
any member of the other families (see [11] for criteria
for establishing homology). We have examined these
amino acid-speci¢c families for sequence, topological

and functional similarities and have found that some
of them exhibit similarities that convince us of a
probable common evolutionary origin. Representa-
tive members of four such families are presented in
Table 2. These families are the AAAP family (TC
#2.18) analyzed here, the amino acid/polyamine/
choline (APC) family (TC #2.3), the serine/threonine
permease (STP) family (TC #2.43) and the aromatic
amino acid permease (ArAAP) family (TC #2.42).
While the AAAP family is eukaryotic-speci¢c, the
APC family is ubiquitous, and the STP and ArAAP
families are so far restricted to bacteria. In the
present study, two members of each family were se-
lected for comparison. As summarized in Table 2, all
of these proteins are 400^443 amino acyl residues in
length except for one selected yeast member of the
AAAP family which possesses a 300 residue N-ter-
minal hydrophilic extension. This extension was re-
moved in the analyses reported.

Fig. 5 shows the average hydropathy (A) and aver-
age similarity (B) plots for the eight representative
members of the proposed APC superfamily, based
on the complete multiple alignment for these proteins
as generated with the TREE program. The striking
similarity of the hydropathy plot with that shown for
the AAAP family in Fig. 1A is worthy of note. Thus,
in both Fig. 1A and Fig. 5A, (a) peaks I and II are
barely separated from each other, (b) the distances
between peaks II and III and the depths of these
troughs are greater than for other parts of these
plots; (c) the spacings between all of the ¢rst eight
hydrophobic peaks are nearly the same; (d) large
relatively hydrophilic regions separate peaks VIII
and IX, and (e) peaks IX are closer to peaks X

Table 2
Representative members of four suggested families of the amino acid-polyamine-choline (APC) superfamily

Family
abbreviation

TC# Protein
abbreviation

Name or description
of protein

Organism Size
(no. residues)

Database and
accession number

AAAP 2.18 Orf Cel Cosmid C44B7.6 Caenorhabditis elegans 434 gbU28928
AAAP 2.18 Ynk1 Sce Hypothetical 80.0 kDa protein Saccharomyces cerevisiae 713 spP50944
APC 2.3 CadB Eco Cadaverine:lysine antiporter Escherichia coli 444 spP23891
APC 2.3 PotE Eco Putrescine:ornithine antiporter Escherichia coli 439 spP24170
STP 2.43 TdcC Eco Threonine permease Escherichia coli 443 spP11867
STP 2.43 SdaC Eco Serine permease Escherichia coli 429 spP36559
ArAAP 2.42 TyrP Hin Tyrosine-speci¢c transport

protein
Haemophilus in£uenzae 400 spP44727

ArAAP 2.42 TyrP Eco Tyrosine permease Escherichia coli 403 spP18199
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than peaks X are to peaks XI. Thus, the topologies
of these proteins are very similar. It should be noted
that while in Fig. 1 there is no evidence for a hydro-
phobic peak between peaks VIII and IX, there may
be a weakly hydrophobic peak at this position in Fig.
5. The average similarity plot in Fig. 1B is substan-
tially di¡erent from that in Fig. 5B.

As shown in Fig. 5B, the ¢rst putative TMS is by
far the best conserved portion of these proteins. Fig.

6 presents the portion of the complete multiple align-
ment corresponding to this peak of similarity. The
sequences aligned without the introduction of a sin-
gle gap, and four residues (three Gs and one P) are
fully conserved. Moreover, in 12 of the 27 positions
shown, the nature of the residue at any one position
is constant (i.e., either hydrophobic or semipolar).
This striking degree of sequence similarity is not
likely to have arisen by chance.

Fig. 7 shows a phylogenetic tree for the eight pro-
teins presented in Table 2. As expected, each pair of
proteins representing one of the four sequence diver-
gent families cluster together. The tree suggests that
the two prokaryotic families, the STP and ArAAP
families, are more closely related to each other than
they are to the AAAP or APC families. The AAAP
and APC families are more distant from each other
than from either of the bacterial-speci¢c families.

9. Conclusions

The AAAP family exhibits minimal sequence con-
servation in spite of the fact that all of its members
are derived from eukaryotes. Hydropathy analyses
suggested that these proteins uniformly possess an
unusual 11 TMS topology instead of the more com-
mon 12 TMS topology. Interestingly, this feature is
shared by a small family of bacterial aromatic amino
acid permeases (ArAAPs; TC #2.42) that include the
high and low a¤nity tryptophan permeases of E.
coli, Mtr and TnaB respectively, as well as the E.
coli tyrosine-speci¢c permease, TyrP [34]. The strik-
ingly similar topologies of the prokaryotic ArAAP
family members and the eukaryotic AAAP family
members as well as the overlapping speci¢cities of
these groups of permeases, particularly of the Mtr
protein of N. crassa and the Mtr protein of E. coli,
led to the possibility that these proteins might share
a common evolutionary origin. This possibility, how-
ever, could not be established on the basis of statis-
tical analyses of sequence similarities (see [11]).

In this paper we present evidence that the AAAP
and ArAAP families are related to each other, and
also to two other families, the prokaryotic STP fam-
ily (which also appears to exhibit 11 TMSs) and the
large and ubiquitous APC family (which appears to
exhibit 10^14 TMSs [12]). The evidence comes from

Fig. 5. Average hydropathy (A) and average similarity (B) plots
for the eight representative members of the APC superfamily
(see Table 2). The N-terminal hydrophilic domain of the yeast
AAAP family member Ynk1 was arti¢cially removed for the
analyses presented. A sliding window of 21 residues was used
in both plots. Programs used and format of presentation are as
for Fig. 1.
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several distinct lines of reasoning. First, all of these
permeases are speci¢c for amino acids and their de-
rivatives. Second, all appear to function by essen-
tially the same mechanism (i.e., proton symport).
Third, they exhibit very similar topologies based on
hydropathy analyses. Fourth, all of these proteins
exhibit detectable sequence similarity, particularly
in a region near their N-termini as shown in the
multiple alignment presented in Fig. 6. It is impor-
tant to note that the highest degree of sequence sim-
ilarity is observed in the N-terminal regions of many
sequence divergent families of secondary carriers
[35,36]. Finally, using the PSI BLAST program
[40], motif searches provided additional evidence
that these four families might be distantly related
to each other, and therefore might comprise a se-
quence diverse superfamily. The evidence that these
(and possibly other amino acid speci¢c transporter
families) are related is therefore very substantial.

A startling observation concerns the variation in
the substrate speci¢cities of the AAAP family mem-
bers. Thus, some of these proteins exhibit exception-
ally broad speci¢city, being capable of transporting
all 20 natural amino acids found in proteins (e.g.,
AAP1^AAP5 of A. thaliana [1,6,7]) while other mem-
bers apparently exhibit absolute speci¢city for a sin-
gle amino acid (e.g., the ProT1 and ProT2 proline
transporters of A. thaliana [4]). These extreme exam-
ples of broad versus narrow speci¢city within a single
family of transport proteins provide an interesting

model system for understanding the phenomenon
of substrate recognition and transport among homol-
ogous sets of proteins.

The comparative phylogenetic analyses conducted

Fig. 6. Partial multiple alignment of representative members of the proposed APC superfamily. Two members of each of the four
families (AAAP, APC, STP and ArAAP) were arbitrarily selected for inclusion. The family and protein abbreviations are as speci¢ed
in Saier [10,11] and our web site (see Table 2). The residue numbers present in parentheses represent the ¢rst residue shown in each
of the eight proteins. Fully conserved residues are indicated by asterisks above the aligned sequences, while the dominant residue (at
least three positions conserved) (Consensus) is indicated below the aligned sequences. Positions in which the amino acid type is con-
served are presented in bold print. The TREE program of Feng and Doolittle [18] was used to generate the alignment.

Fig. 7. Phylogenetic tree for the putative APC superfamily. The
TREE program was used to generate the tree which was based
on the complete multiple alignment used to also generate the
average hydropathy and similarity plots shown in Fig. 5.
Abbreviations of the families and proteins are as presented in
Table 2.
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with six di¡erent programs have led us to suggest
that the phylogenetic trees generated with the
TREE and neighbor-joining programs give the
most consistent results and are more reliable than
the dendrograms generated with the PILEUP and
PROTPARS programs. The PAPA and Clustal W
programs give results of an intermediate degree of
consistency. Moreover, bootstrapping, which does
provide a measure of con¢dence at speci¢c nodes,
does not increase the con¢dence levels obtained using
distinct programs such as Clustal W and PROT-
PARS or allow evaluation of one program relative
to another because this technique does not evaluate
the reliability of the algorithms used in the programs.
That is, bootstrapping does not evaluate the assump-
tions made in designing the various programs. Algo-
rithmic di¡erences give rise to the major di¡erences
in tree or dendrogram con¢guration [44]. The den-
drograms shown in Fig. 4 tend to arti¢cially cluster
proteins that, in fact, are too distant in their se-
quence similarities to warrant clustering. This fact
contributes signi¢cantly to the di¡erences observed
between the two dendrograms shown in Fig. 4, and
between any one of these dendrograms, and the four
trees shown in Fig. 3.
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